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“Don’t worry. They are just a few pawns. They won’t be able to touch a hair on me!” Leon smiled confidently. His strength had

surpassed the Initial Innate State and he had even defeated a martial artist who was in the intermediate Innate State recently.

The men before him were merely fighters with no trace of true energy, so they could only be slightly stronger than ordinary

bodyguards and were no match for him.

“Brat, who are you calling pawns?!”

“Do you want to die?!”

The four men were enraged.

Leon ignored them and stared coldly at Brody. “Brody Sullivan, I’ve warned you not to cross me again! I’m giving you one last

chance. Stop now, and I can pretend that this never happened, or you will pay for this!”

The crowd around them exploded at Leon’s words.

“Who is this kid? He’s too arrogant!”

“Yeah. He is up against four strong men. They are probably going to send him flying with just one punch!”

“What gives him the courage to say such a thing?”

The crowd erupted into discussion, amused by Leon’s arrogance. Though Leon was tall, he was rather lean and any one of the

professional fighters would have been able to defeat him with ease.

“Soon, you won’t be able to act so smug! Go on, teach this brat a lesson for me!” Brody commanded with a

sneer.

The men were provoked by what Leon said earlier and did not hold back at all when they darted toward him.

“Leon, watch out!” Janice covered her mouth and paled in fear.

She had been Leon’s classmate throughout the four years they spent in college and she knew the limits to his capability. Leon

could not even defeat Dominic who bullied him all the time, and the four men before them were far stronger than Dominic, so she

could not imagine how Leon would stand a chance of winning.

“You all should know your own strengths!” Leon sneered and shielded Janice with one arm, before launching a punch at the

closest enemy, before turning to kick at another who was sneaking around his back.

All four men were professional fighters that were as skilled as some martial artists, so each one of them could easily defeat eight

to ten people on their own. However, with Leon as their opponent, the difference in power was simply too vast for them to

handle.

“Baam!”

Leon launched a few punches and before the four men could get anywhere near him, they were all sent flying and went crashing

onto the ground.

“How… How is that possible?” Janice gaped.

Everyone, including Brody, Marilyn and the audience, were stunned. None of them had imagined that

someone as slender as Leon could defeat four professional fighters within a blink of an eye. Had they not seen it with their own

eyes, they would have never believed it to be true.

Brody and Marilyn knew that the four men they hired were far stronger than the bodyguards they had before. Leon was slightly

struggling when he fought the two bodyguards, but he had not even batted an eyelid as he defeated the four men this time

around.
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